Time Schedule: ESOL 840AB  Spring 2010

Warning: Some of these dates can change if something comes up.

In general, count on Harry Potter tests as every Tuesday, so I didn't write them below. In general, your essay first drafts will be due on Thursdays of the weeks before the final paper is due. On these Thursdays we have a peer review. The next day, Fridays, we go to the lab where I can help as you type up your second drafts. Didn't finish? You can revise the paper more over the weekend. A second, more in-depth peer review will usually take place on Monday for the paper you worked on over the weekend, and then the final draft is due the next day, Tuesday, of the weeks indicated below.

Week 1 1/19-1/23  Placement, introductions, interviews, ice breakers, writing sample. Mosaic Chapters 1 "Language and Learning".

Week 2 1/25-1/29  Computer lab orientation, book report assigned, library cards. Mosaic Chapters 1

February

Week 3 2/1-2/5  Monday Feb 1: Last day to add classes. Feb 1 also last day to drop with refund. Mosaic Chapter 1 "Language and Learning". Magazine/reference source personality profile reading reports assigned. Essay first draft and peer review.

Week 4 2/8-2/11  H (Fri 2/12 Lincoln's Birthday). Final draft (typed, edited, spell-checked) essay#1 due Tues 2/09. Start Mosaic chapters 2 "Danger and Daring" Magazine/reference personality profile report #1 due Thurs 2/11.

Week 5 2/16-2/20 H  H (Mon 2/15 Presidents' Day holiday) Tuesday Feb 16 last day to drop with no record. Mosaic chapters 2 "Danger and Daring". Class "people" magazine topic proposal (do not do interview) due Thurs 2/19.

Week 6 2/22-2/26  Mosaic chapters 2 "Danger and Daring". Essay #2 first draft and peer review

March

Week 7 3/1-3/5  Final draft essay #2 due Tues 3/02. Start Mosaic chapters 3 "Gender & Relationships". Book report #1 due Thurs 3/04.


Week 9 3/15-3/19  Mosaic chapters 3 "Gender & Relationships", first draft and peer review

April

Week 11 3/29-4/02  Mosaic Chapter 4 "Beauty and Aesthetics" first draft and peer review. Review midterm grades.

Week 12 4/05-4/09  Spring Break


May

